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Solid Wall Insulation- An Introduction
This

manual

outlines

the

initial

investigations into improving the energy
out by Giroscope in 2012.
Concentrating on internal and external
solid wall insulation (SWI) methods the
manual

evaluates

the

strengths

and

weaknesses of each system to determine
the feasibility of installing SWI into every
Giroscope property in the future.
Aided

by

research

LEAF
into

funding,

SWI

gives

Giroscope’s
a

clearer

understanding of the materials, installation
process and costs of SWI. This informative
manual is for all interested parties wishing
existing housing stock in Hull whether this
be the long term derelict properties or an
existing family home.

SWI Manual

Giroscope Limited
Giroscope is a registered housing charity
based on Arthur Street, Hull. Since 1985
Giroscope have provided employment,
training and accommodation to vulnerable
members of the community. Working
as

a

community-based

organisation

predominantly in the West Hull area
Giroscope are committed to improving
the local Newington St Andrews (NASA)
neighbourhood.
Primarily Giroscope buy and renovate
derelict Victorian and Edwardian properties,
bringing much needed housing resources
back into use. Once redeveloped these
homes are rented out to those in housing
need.
Giroscope is committed to improving

environment and have recently trialled
various solid wall insulation methods and
solar technologies as part of their research.

Introduction to Giroscope Limited

Housing within the Community

Giroscope began looking into Solid Wall
Insulation as a means of improving this

The Newington and St Andrews wardscollectively known as NASA- are listed
as being within the top 20% of the most
deprived LSOA’s in England. (Source:
)
Located within the inner city area of Hull,
NASA is a distinctly urban area, populated
by dense Victorian and Edwardian terraced
housing. This particular housing typology
or along narrow streets which reduces the
opportunity for passive solar gain and
natural cross ventilation. As a result these
solid wall properties are often blighted
with problems of damp, black mould and
condensation.
With little to no insulation, the Victorian
resulting in a cold and draughty property
that requires greater fuel consumption to
heat the internal spaces.

otherwise quality housing type.
Housing Market Renewal
The area has been the subject of much
debate regarding urban regeneration in
the city and has suffered the effects of
many failed regeneration attempts over
the last twenty years.
In 2010 the Government housing renewal
scheme,

collapsed in our local

neighbourhood casting uncertainty over
the future of large areas of housing and
various selected properties once marked
for demolition. As a consequence of the
scheme and its subsequent
collapse, many streets within the NASA
boundary are peppered with derelict
properties

resulting

in

a

scattered

population and diluted community spirit.
This, combined with the high numbers of
privately owned long term derelict housing
rebuild a sense of community in NASA.

Background Information

Why consider Solid Wall Insulation?
the property they own to mitigate fuel

‘‘In 2009, 38% (8.8m) of all dwellings in

poverty in NASA.

England were built before 1945.’’ (Source:
English Housing Survey 2010) It is more

- Initial investigations into solid wall

than likely that the vast majority of these

insulation as a means of improving the

dwellings will be a solid wall construction.
proved successful at 6 Zetland Street.
Accounting for over a 1/3 of the housing
rd

Giroscope believe it is a viable and
improvements made to these solid wall

relatively simple means of minimising heat

properties would greatly reduce housing

loss through solid walls thus reducing

CO2 emissions and heat loss statistics as

the tenant’s reliance on a central heating
system to maintain a livable internal room

the occupier.

temperature.

Solid Wall Insulation (SWI):

-It is in Giroscope’s interest to minimise

- In light of rising fuel costs and published
heat loss statistics stating that ‘‘46% of heat

escapes through the walls of solid-wall
properties’’ (Energy Saving Trust website),
Giroscope have realised there is an urgent

Why consider Solid Wall Insulation?

heat loss within our properties to provide
more comfortable accommodation for
the tenants. Reducing heat loss will, in
turn, reduce fuel consumption, eventually
resulting in lower home energy fuel bills
for the tenants.

Image:

Black

mould,

peeling

wallpaper and damaged plasterwork
all found during the renovation of a
Victorian terrace off Wellsted Street.
Source: Giroscope Limited, taken

January 2012.

-It is estimated that ‘‘Internal Solid Wall

Insulation can save up to £445 annually on
fuel bills as well as reducing CO2 emissions
by 1.8 tonnes’’
(Source: Energy Savings Trust) The annual
savings is increased with External Solid
Wall Insulation.
- Solid wall insulation can improve the
U value of the traditional brick wall from
2.1W/m²K to below the 0.3 W/m2K set out
in the current Building Regulations.
- Solid Wall Insulation can prevent the
development of black mould, condensation
and damp in a property. This is most
effective when behavioural changes are
implemented to ensure spaces are kept
well ventilated.

reduce the invasive nature of the process,
particularly in occupied properties.

Why consider Solid Wall Insulation?

There are two types of Solid Wall insulation-

External Solid wall insulation (SWI):

Internal and External.
External
Internal Solid wall insulation (SWI):

SWI

involves

applying

rigid

insulation and multiple coats of render and
a proprietary system to the exterior of the

boards to the internal face of walls and

brick slips, cladding tiles or painted render

covering with plasterboard or alternatively,

and will therefore change the appearance

constructing a stud wall against the inside

of the property.

Sheeps wool.

- External insulation requires the use of
a scaffold but minimises the intrusion to

- The cost of Internal insulation is lower

the property, particularly if the property is

than externally insulating a property but

occupied.

can be a more invasive process.
- Although more expensive than internal
- Internal insulation will slightly reduce the

insulation, external SWI does not disturb

overall room size but can be installed on a
room to room basis. If existing rooms are

additional cost of redecorating is removed.

small, it is worth considering external SWI
which does not affect the internal spaces.

-

External

insulation

is

suitable

for

gable walls where the internal space is
- Rigid insulation boards come in a variety

compromised by a staircase or narrow

of thicknesses and as discussed later

hallway. It can also be used to improve

can come pre-bonded to plasterboard

the aesthetic quality of existing render or

improving the ease of application.

brickwork.

Types of Solid Wall Insulation

External Solid Wall Insulation

Internal Solid Wall Insulation

Internal Solid Wall Insulation

Batten and Board System

Dot and Dab System

Preliminary research suggested that in

As part of the tenant consultation process,

areas prone to black mould and damp

Giroscope analysed the feasibility of

to bare brick. Instead the insulation panels

occupied suitable homes.

Giroscope trialed this method of installing

these properties. As the rigid insulation was

Giroscope trialed externally insulating a
wall. The end terrace had already been
rendered to conceal the original brickwork.
Internally insulating this gable end would
have proven problematic as a consequence
of the narrow hallway and staircase.
Seen above, the rigid insulation panels are
being coated in render.

SWI in two properties that were undergoing
a full renovation. The use of timber battens

concluded that rigid insulation panels pre-

creates an air gap between the wall and

bonded to plasterboard should be applied

insulation panel.

using the ‘dot and dab’ method.

Preliminary SWI Installation

External Solid Wall Insulation

Sempatap Thermal

Batten + Board System

Dot + Dab System

1:10 Scale Model House shows appropriate
locations for a variety of insulation systems.

book providing a brief explanation of each
system.

Preliminary SWI Installation

External Solid Wall Insulation

External Solid Wall Insulation
Image: External Insulation System

Giroscope trialed installing solid wall
directly to the brick wall supported

insulation externally on an end terrace

within the aluminium channel.

gable. Externally insulating a solid wall

Source: Ray Sayers Insulation &

Preservation, 2010

requires a higher level of expertise
than the internal system. It is normally
tradesperson is hired to carry out the
external insulation and rendering works.
There are various external SWI systems
available to buy. Giroscope investigated
the following systems:
- Knauf Thermoshell
- Alumasc Swisstherm + Cork
- Kingspan Kooltherm K5
- Celotex SW3000 + Polymer render
Giroscope used Celotex SW3000 (external
rigid insulation) combined with a Wetherby
Stone polymer render system.
Total cost of system used: £32.50 per m2
inc. VAT. (Celotex accounts for £12 per m2)

External Solid Wall Insulation

Celotex Insulation + Polymer Render

- SWI system will meet/exceed current
U-value standards requiring 0.30 W/m2K.
- Does not cause invasion with an occupied
property.
- Does not compromise internal room size/
stair access along interior face of wall.
- Can improve the aesthetic quality of the
1

2

building’s exterior.
- Save upto £475 annually on home fuel
bills (Energy Saving Trust).
Drawbacks of external insulation:

1: Woodcock Street end-terrace with secure
side passage prior to external SWI.

- More complex application proceedure
than internal SWI, requiring a level of skill,

2: External solid wall insulation at ground

scaffolding and rendering ability.
-More

expensive

than

Internal

SWI

(not accounting for additional interior
redecoration costs)
- Will disguise traditional brick/stone
buildings.

External Solid Wall Insulation

1

2

3

4

5

6

Application Process- External

1

2

3

Before works commence, the external

Fix 50mm Celotex SW3000 rigid insulation

To ease installation, pre drill holes into

wall should be temporarily cleared of

to the exposed brickwork using plastic

downpipes and other petruding elements.

insulation plugs.(approx. 5 plugs per panel)

insulation boards.

External rigid insulation comes in smaller

Fixings should be set between 50-150mm

aluminium edging track using screws and

panel

from the corners of the rigid insulation

plugs. The aluminium track will support

to the internal equivelent for ease of

the rigid insulation boards.

installation.

sizes

(1200x600mm)

compared

Stagger the joints of the rigid panels along
Once complete the edging track can be

The Celotex panels should be installed

the wall working from the edges of the

painted to match the top coat colour.

with the perforated facer facing outwards.

aluminium track inwards.

4

5

6

Apply 3mm K> rend render to the insulation.

Whilst the K> rend is still viscous embed

Once the K> rend has dried apply Jub
Professional Universal Primer and smooth

The trialled render system was supplied by
Wetherby Stone.

render and allow at least 12 hours to dry.
primer must be left to set prior to applying

It compromised a silicone based render-

The mesh acts as a binding system for

K> rend, an alkali resistant mesh, a primer
and a top coat. The natural water repellant

composition allows for a degree of

Giroscope applied Jub Professional Acylat

properties of the silicone base coats resist

top coat in white. This is a thin coat polymer

water ingress.

render system. Alternatives include acrylic,
Once dry, apply a second coat of K> rend

The base render should be applied in a

lime and cement render systems.

onto the mesh covered base coat ensuring
Neaten all edges within aluminium track.

skimming motion as seen above.

Application Process- External

Technical Properties
Phenolic Method: SW3000
Dimensional stability - BS EN 1604 DS(TH)8
Water vapour resistance - BS EN 12086: B >20 MNs/g
Thermal conductivity - BS EN 12667 :
0.027W/mK <80mm & 0.026 W/mK 80mm - 100mm

Image: Jub Acrylate render topcoat
[Source: www.jub.si]

Opposite is a technical summary of the
SW3000

external

insulation

product

maunufactured by Celotex.
Further information can be found at :
http://www.celotex.co.uk/products/
celotex-products/celotex-sw3000 and
http://www.jub.si/jub_katalog/media/tds.
eng.acrylic.smooth.render.pdf
Additional tools/products required to carry
out the process are:
- Celotex SW3000
- K> rend render
- Fibre glass mesh
- Jub Professional Primer
- Jub Professional Acylate Top coat
- Aluminium Track
- Plastic Insulation Plugs
- Plastering Trowel
- Saw
- Mixing Buckets + Tools
-Cleaning Cloth
-Paintbrushes

Technical Summary- External SWI

Internal Solid Wall Insulation

Internal Solid Wall Insulation
Image: Internal Insulation System.
Celotex rigid insulation panels can
be mounted directly to the wall or
Celotex phenolic sheets await a

Giroscope trialed installing internal SWI in
three derelict properties and across several
currently occupied homes to investigate
the easiest and most cost effective way to

plasterboard cover.

housing.
Source: Giroscope Ltd 2012.

Using LEAF funding Giroscope could
consider various methods of installing
SWI internally to establish ‘best practice’
solutions for a variety of scenarios. It is
part of Giroscope’s long term pledge to
all
Giroscope property.
Typically Giroscope buy and renovate
derelict Victorian properties that have long
been left in an unhabitable condition.
As

these

properties

undergo

a

full

renovation to meet current standards
and Building Regulations it is feasible to
incorporate SWI into the construction
schedule.

Occupied

properties

would

require a less invasive method of installing
SWI to improve a property’s energy

Internal SWI: An Overview

Image: Rigid Insulation boards
available in a variety of thicknesses.
Thinner phenolic boards can be
used around window reveals or
problematic junctions such as
stairways.

As part of the preliminary investigations
into the suitability of internal solid wall
insulation, Giroscope considered various
factors such as:
-the scale of a property/ no of external

Source: Giroscope Ltd 2011.

walls/rooms etc.
-the cost per sq/m of rigid insulation.
-the scale of a damp/black mould/
condensation problem.
-the level of skill required to install SWI.
-the availability of certain properties to
trial these investigations.
Giroscope

concluded

that

it

would

be feasible to internally insulate two
properties undergoing full renovation and
three currently occupied homes. Giroscope
had preliminarily tested installing rigid SWI
boards during the construction process
using the ‘batten & board’ method and
would trial this throughout the two derelict
properties. The ‘dot & dab’ method would
be used in occupied homes to minimise
space loss, invasion and installation time.

Internal SWI: Assessment & Feasibility

Batten and Board Internal SWI
Giroscope

trialed

installing

Celotex

GA4050 phenolic board (foil backed rigid
insulation) using the batten and board
system in two properties undergoing full
renovation. These properties are both two
System Components:

bedroom end terrace houses.

-GA4050 foil backed boards 1200 x
2400mm and 50mm thick.
£16.65 +VAT

The batten and board system involves

inner face of the exposed brick wall prior
to mounting the rigid insulation to these.

at 600mm centres.
-12.5mm

plaster

board

which

is

void between the external wall and the

into the battens.
£6.00 +VAT
-Plastic Insulation
Kingspan/ Celotex.

The timber battens create a ventilation

Plugs

suitable

for

£22.50 for 250
(each board requires between 10-15)
-Other items: Bonding Adhesive, Screws,

insulation. As a result this system is suitable
for problematic areas susceptible to black
mould and damp. To achieve a U-value
of 0.30W/m2K or better, Giroscope used a
minimum thickness of 50mm insulation.
Total cost of system used: £11.52 per m2
inc. VAT. (Pre VAT- £9.60 per m2)

Internal SWI: Batten & Board

Batten and Board Internal SWI

-Timber battens lift the rigid insulation
panels away from the external wall creating
a ventilation void. Ventilation reduces the
development of black mould and damp.

uneven or rough surfaces.
-The overall system has a depth of 901

2

120mm (to meet current U-values) which
is a narrower solution to installing soft
insulation and a stud system.
-Buying insulation and plasterboard as
separate elements is more cost effective

and along the party wall to the alcove in

than a pre-bonded system.

preparation for the rigid insulation boards.

Drawbacks of using this method:
external wall on the landing. Rockwool will
also be installed in the loft cavity above.

- More time consuming than ‘dot & dab’.
-Works

best

on

exposed

brickwork,

although due to the depth required to
meet U-values, this method compromises
stair access along gable walls.

Internal SWI: Batten & Board
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Application Process- Batten + Board

1

2

3

Use this method when installing SWI

Fix the Celotex GA4050 boards directly

The Celotex boards should overlap at
corners and be returned along internal

to uneven surfaces or those requiring
ventilation. To reduce losing additional

designed plastic insulation plugs. (inset)

creating intense cold spots. Once in place,

room space, this method is best when
rooms are stripped back to exposed brick.

walls at least 1m (or to an alcove) to reduce

These plugs should be set 50mm in from

12.5mm plasterboard sheets should be

the edges of the boards following the line
Using a spirit level, tape measure and

of the timber batten.
Secure

plasterboard

in

place

using

laths) vertically at 600mm centres to the

Plastic plugs can also be used to secure

brickwork. It is also worth mounting sockets

the joint where two rigid insulation panels

through to the timber battens. Finish to

on timber blocks for ease of access.

meet.

ceiling using offcuts.

4

5

6
Giroscope used Smartmix Filler (Inset: Tub

Bonding adhesive can be used if desired
to hold the plasterboard in place prior to

is good practice to seal joints and screw

screwing.

heads with jointing tape. Mesh jointing

@ £19.00 +VAT) to skim over the jointing

tape (inset) provides a suitable surface for

and door reveals) to create a smooth

decorating the wall surface.

to the plasterboard.

Care should be taken not to damage the
plasterboard or rigid insulation behind.

Once

As shown above, window reveals should
be insulated after the main wall. (discussed

an aluminium edging strip to tidy the

under ‘problematic areas’)

return and prevent any damage to the

dry

the

plasterboard

be

decorated as normal with the desired

plasterboard edge.
between 90-120mm.

Application Process- Batten + Board

can

Technical Properties

Dimensional stability BS EN 1604 DS(TH)8
Water vapour resistance BS EN 12086:
Method B >150 MNs/g
Thermal conductivity BS EN 12667 0.022 W/mK
Surface spread of lame BS 476-7 Class 1
(50mm - 90mm only)

Opposite is a technical summary of the
GA4050 product (part of the GA4000
range).
Further information can be found at :
http://www.celotex.co.uk/products/
celotex-products/celotex-pl4000 and
http://www.celotex.co.uk/products/
celotex-products/celotex-ga4000
Additional tools/products required to carry
out the process are:
- Celotex Rigid Insulation
- Spatula
- Scissors
- Jointing Tape
- Plastic Insulation Plugs and Screws
- Plastering Trowel
- Saw
- Mixing Buckets + Tools
- Cleaning Cloth
- Paintbrushes
- Ladders

Technical Summary- Internal SWI

Dot and Dab Internal SWI
Giroscope
PL4000

trialed

pre-bonded

installing
phenolic

Celotex
board

(rigid insulation and plasterboard) into
insulation process.

the rigid insulation boards directly to the
internal wall or exposed brickwork (if not
System Components:

prone to damp or black mould).

-PL4000
insulation
pre-bonded
to
plasterboard 1200 x 2400mm, 62.5mm
thick. Compromising 50mm rigid insulation
and 12.5mm plasterboard.
£33.00 +VAT

As this method is quicker to install than the

-Plaster mix bonding adhesive.
£5.80 +VAT

The PL4000 boards are more expensive

optional
for extra fastening)
-Other items: Bonding Adhesive, Screws,

‘batten & board’ process it was felt that
this method would most suit the occupied

than the foil backed phenolic and should
not be considered over the GA4050 and
plasterboard for large areas.
Total cost of system used: £18.00 per m2
inc. VAT. (Pre VAT- £15 per m2)

Internal SWI: Dot & Dab

-Less invasive procedure than the ‘batten
& board’ as the installation process is
quicker and does not require walls to be
exposed.
-Overall depth of system is 60-70mm in
contrast to the 90-120mm required for
batten & board.
1

2

- Pre-bonded insulation reduces measuring
and cutting of separate items prior to
installation.
Drawbacks of using this method:

1: Bonding adhesive applied liberally to a
bare wall. Wallpaper should be removed for

-Phenolic

this application but it is unnecessary to take

plasterboard are more expensive than

a wall back to exposed brickwork.

sheets

pre-bonded

to

purchasing the individual items.
-Additional cost of furniture removal,

to reduce problematic cold spots. Once

waste disposal, dustsheets etc as these

installed, skirting boards and coving should

properties are currently occupied.
-Not recommended for problematic areas
of damp and black mould as this system
leaves a minimal ventilation void.

Internal SWI: Dot & Dab
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Application Process- Dot + Dab

1

2

3
Plaster mix bonding adhesive should be

The dot and dab method is also suitable
for use with the GA4050 boards and

removed prior to the ‘dot and dab’ process.

liberally applied to a cleared wall surface in
‘dabs’ approx. 200mm wide.

process and for ease of application, the

Giroscope removed coving and skirting

more expensive prebonded PL4000 boards

boards and any wallpaper from the walls.

Each 1.2x2.4m area requires 9-12 dabs of
adhesive.

were used. This should only be used in well
ventilated spaces.

method requires all furniture to be moved
to the centre of the room and covered with

As solid wall insulation is only required
along external walls, and along a return of

Prompty bond the celotex board to the

upto 1000mm, only these areas should be

wall. The adhesive should not be left to dry.

cleared to minimise redecoration costs.

dust sheets.
4

5
Giroscope

concluded

6
that

insulating

to allow the celotex face to bond to the

alcoves of gable/ exposed external walls

wall.

could dramatically improve the internal

all architrave, skirting and coving that had

comfort of a space.

been removed.

A small ventilation gap is created between
Decorate as desired and reattach socket
behind the insulation.

process Giroscope internally insulated
each alcove using the dot and dab method.
Almost immediately tenants commented

plasterboard to the wall behind.

As with the ‘batten + board’ system, once

that their homes felt warmer with less

erected, the joints should be sealed with

condensation

problems
windows.

Application Process- Dot + Dab

around

the

1. Sealing joints

2. 600-1000mm returns

3. Window Reveals

The preliminary investigations into solid

The Energy Savings Trust’s ‘Practical guide

Once the external wall has been insulated,

wall insulation concluded that all joints

to refurbishing solid walled homes’ (2006)

any

of

glazing

become

the

concentrated cold spots and areas where

must be sealed to ensure air tightness
internal insulation to prevent a problem
performance.

areas

most heat will be lost.

arising where the damp/cold spot from
the external wall is transfered to its warmer

Initially Giroscope trialled using mastic, but

neighbour.

decided that a combination of jointing tape

Giroscope returned the SWI during the

To prevent these areas suffering from
damp/condensation

or

black

mould,

Giroscope realised that window returns
needed to be insulated although achieving
a 0.30W/m2K U value here was not feasible.

Problem Areas - Internal SWI

adhesive ribbons should be sufficiently thick to

allow insulation to block window trickle vents.

Acoustics
The close relationship between thermal and acoustic insulation works offers an opportunity to maximise
financial and performance benefits by combining specifications during the planning stage of a project.
However,
it is important
to ensure
that improvements
in one
are not achieved
at the
expense of another.
Diagram:
Rigid
insulation
lap joint
atarea
window
reveals.
(Source:
For further details regarding the relevant building regulations see the introduction to this document.

Practical refurbishment of solid-walled houses, EST ,2006)
Ribbons of adhesive

Plaster removed from reveal
Insulated lining cut back to
create corner junction
Section of insulated lining
bonded to reveal area
Board cut back around
window details

1

14

2

3

Practical refurbishment of solid-walled houses (2006 edition)

4

5

Application Process- Window Junctions

6

1

2

3

These six points outline a simple method

Thin rigid insulation sheets should be

As well as returning the rigid insulation

for tackling window junctions during the

bonded to the reveal of the window at 90

in the window reveals, each external wall

degrees to the main rigid insulation sheet.

must include at least a 600-1000mm return

into Sempatap ‘magic’ wallpaper to lower

at 90 degrees along the internal wall to

the U-values around window reveals

The lap joint should be skimmed with

prevent damp penetration or relocating

reduceingthe issue of concentrated cold

plaster or smart mix to neaten the edges.

the cold spot area.

spots aswell as using thinner phenolic.
Where possible Giroscope ran this return
Excess rigid insulation should be trimmed

plates bonded to the plasterboard. These

into the alcove and sealed the joints with

once dried in place using a saw. Use the

should then be skimmed using smartmix

jointing tape and smart mix. On open walls

window reveal as a vertical guide.

plaster.

a 65mm ridge would be visible.

4

5
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Due to the angle of the bay window,

Seen above, a 1200mm SWI return along

phenolic rigid insulation and decided that

the external wall is concealed to the

sills and returns to protect the SWI as it

underside of the window ledge.

was felt this was the easiest method of
achieving a clean window reveal.

the most appropriate solution for the
window returns would be to use Sempatap

Here the SWI ridge can be boxed out

which is approx. 10mm thick and can be

below the window to prevent creating

applied like wallpaper. (discussed later)

an awkward junction where the SWI ends
mid-wall.
This was something Giroscope found
the SWI investigations.

Application Process- Window Junctions

Image:

Sempatap

Thermal

Wallpaper supplied by Mould
Growth Consultants.
Source: Insulation Express, [online]

Sempatap Thermal Wallpaper
Whilst searching for a thinner insulation
product that could be used in bathrooms,
kitchens or window reveals, Giroscope
discovered that limited options were
available.
As previously stated, to achieve the

System Components:

required U-values set out in current
Building Regulations, a min. thickness of

-Roll of Sempatap Thermal.
£141.00 +VAT

-Sempatap Adhesive.
£23.21 +VAT
(for 5 litres, used 2 tubs)

between 60-120mm of SWI (using rigid
phenolic boards) would be required.
These boards are too wide for many
terraced property hallways (along gable
ends) and in existing window reveals where

-Sempatap Smoothing Spatula
£3.20 +VAT

windows aren’t being replaced.
The most suitable product available-

-Thermal Plastic edging strip
£4.46 +VAT
(Used two edging strips)
-Other items: Scissors, silicone sealant,

Sempatap is relatively expensive, and
although it does not meet the current
U-values, it is marketed as preventing
mould growth and is a minimal 10mm
thick.

Internal SWI- Sempatap Wallpaper
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Application Process- Sempatap

1

2

3

This can be used to insulate rooms where

Measure the area requiring insulation and

‘Hang’ the Sempatap strip asthough you

space is compromised or in areas prone

mark along the roll of insulation the area

are hanging wallpaper and smooth initially

to black mould and damp (pre-treat these

to be cut. This should be cut with scissors

using your hands to remove air pockets.

areas as outlined by manufacturer)

to avoid snagging or wasting material.

If hung incorrectly the Semaptap can be
removed and rehung, applying additional

manufacturer’s

instructions,

adhesive where necessary.

Giroscope used Sempatap sparingly due

Following

to the high cost of the product. One wall

apply Sempatap adhesive liberally to the

in a small box room was insulated using

area requiring insulation. This can be

Sempatap Thermal recommend using the

Sempatap Thermal and window reveals

applied with a brush or a general paint

Sempatap spatula to fully bind the roll to

roller. The adhesive dries fairly rapidly so

the wall.

directly to the current wall surface.

should not be left for long periods of time.

4

5

Excess can be trimmed once mounted
using decorating scissors.

Manufacturer

guidelines

6
state

that

Sempatap can be decorated as normal
and recommend hanging lining paper

When hanging a full roll to the wall, it is

side panel.

horizontally prior to wallpapering.

recommended that an edging strip is used
along the skirting board to conceal the

Giroscope found that the Sempatap was

protected the soft Sempatap sheets. These

bottom of the Sempatap. This C-shaped

easily damaged due to its soft nature and in

were bonded to the Sempatap using a

channel ‘tucks’ the Sempatap edge neatly

areas such as window reveals and corners

sealant.

into the plastic strip.

would require additional strengthening/
protection.

Application Process- Sempatap

Image: From left External Insulation Prototype,
Prototypes hung in display room, batten +board
prototype and additional construction imagery,
Prototypes including Sempatap Thermal.

Prototypes @ Open Day

